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Pedagogues and adults have to prepare children for a future one does not know and in 

which profound changes are expected, as e.g. that of the world climate and the severe 

reduction of important life resources (such as the fossil energies, plants and woodlands 

– e.g. the rain forest, drink water, seldom soils, some sorts of animals etc.). 

A sustainable way of dealing with the resources of the earth presupposes an ecological 

thinking, characterized by flexibility and by the knowledge about the entanglements 

and the interdependences of the diverse species and things. Such a participative 

knowledge transcends the national borders and continents by focusing values such as 

social, e.g. intergenerational fairness and human dignity in world society and 

ecological, such as the sustenance of species. In general, the individual should be 

enabled to react on difficult conditions and situations in a beneficial way. 

A sustainable development in a pedagogical sense aims at sustainable learning. The 

knowledge to be learnt is always related to the ability of connecting and applying it to 

challenges at hand. A comprehensive learning can only develop in an interrelation of 

experiences, imaginations and insights. A sustainable knowledge is thus connected to 

the experiences and understandings of one´s own position in such a situation and one´s 

own concrete possibilities to act. Thus, it must be possible to see the world as a 

meaningful and liveable organic whole. The insights into the different cultural and 

social contexts as well as the awareness of the significance and the utilisations of 

species and things, forms of living and actions can only be developed in the interaction 

with the phenomena at hand.  



This includes the competence, ability and willingness, a sustainable caring for oneself, 

for others and for the environment in the wide sense. One has to face and learn how to 

deal with the manifold conflicts of different norms and to develop shared modes to 

come to a decision on common aims and problem-solutions. An ethical approach to 

acting presupposes the contact and confrontation with the activities of others. There 

must be a possibility to follow up long-term aims and to build up solidary relations 

under a long-term perspective. This is not at least true for sustainable pedagogical 

relations. 

A method to develop the necessary competences is “explorative learning”. The 

fundamental idea of this method is to discover the tasks and questions for exploration 

out of the everyday praxis in order to establish learning as a habitus. Characteristic for 

this method is modelling (the teachers explicate their own explorations), coaching (the 

learning persons are supported by the teachers in working on a problem), scaffolding 

(the teachers give hint to structure an item) and fading (the teachers accompany the 

free working learners). 

Learning involves not only mimetic and imitating processes, but also efforts of 

transformation and transfer. It can be based on an understanding of mistakes or on the 

confrontation with new knowledge and with the forms of dealing with it. The diverse 

forms of learning correspond with different formats of judgement and assessment of 

the results by forms of (re-)production, reception and reflexion. The most important 

thing to have in mind is that knowledge is dependent on the way how to know 

something. The order of the things (Foucault 2000) is the order we apply to them. 

Such an order forms itself along certain historical and cultural concepts of order 

(Thyen & Martignon 2006) as well as along cognitive, bodily, social, situational or 

staged formats of order (Wulf & Zirfas 2007). A pedagogy and didactic which refer to 

experience are about to visualize, apply, question and interpret the different „ways of 

worldmaking“ (Goodman 2005). Firstly this is true for the disciplinary concepts and 

formats of order and for the everyday knowledge as well as the formation of subjective 

perspectives, questions, opinions and abilities. Being enabled to autonomous 

judgements and work is thus based on a pedagogical-didactic attention to social 

interactions and their cultural and social frames as well as on the materials for and the 

time-space-constellations of learning. I suggest an understanding of the development 

of competences as focused on the learner as well as on the diverse applications of 

learning by means of and in the frame of art. In this respect I developed my own 

approach of „art-based forms of learning“.  

Each art event has its own work character, that is to say it indicates biographically, 

social, historical coded meanings. At the same time the concept of the work is often 

thematized and also questioned in and by art. In any case in a work of art theories and 

subjective intentions are translated into a material or incident (e.g. musical) setting 

which one can experience concretely (Kraus 2008). These spaces for experience can 

be continued by the percipient as an acting person (cp. Didi-Huberman 1985, Böhm 



1994). As a work of art or an art performance makes all kinds of things or facts 

perceivable, it contains the potential to generate experiences, theories, knowledge, 

competences initiating learning. In this context the dilemma of heterogeneous, difficult 

to articulate and mostly elementary formats of everyday knowledge opposing rational, 

detailed, abstract and highly specialized disciplinary formats of knowledge and 

techniques can be taken up and one can ease the dilemma: In works of art complex 

contexts and relations of everyday, disciplinary and technical knowledge can be 

experienced and practicable. Collective as well as individual orders and formats of 

knowledge become visible. “Art-based” forms of learning make it possible to work out 

the „ways of worldmaking“ (in terms of the everyday and the disciplinary knowledge) 

along different didactic and methodical pathways of learning in an individual, open-

ended and also fearless way. Under these conditions an individual development of 

competences can be initiated. Thus, in a multimodal approach a thing or concept is 

made realistic in diverse ways, and impulses are given for the development of 

competences by means of different forms of learning. Film, image, sound and text can 

be combined and used. Information is not only mediated by different sensory channels, 

it can also be accessed and processed in different ways, e.g. by forming, by 

movements, by concepts or words etc. There are digital, verbal and bodily ways of 

expression as well as the very significance of things, species and orders. (Cp. Baldry & 

Thibault 2006)  

Nowadays, there is research on multimodal interrelations in the diverse fields of 

scientific research.  

With this theoretical backdrop I developed the concept “Researching Schools” for a 

quality development of educational institutions (Kraus 2016) aiming at supporting 

pupils and teachers in acquiring learning skills and fostering democratic thinking and 

procedures by means of scientific research (cp. Benner 1990, cp. Kron, 1999, cp. 

Tremp 2005, cp. Wildt 2009, cp. Hellmer 2009, cp. Messner 2009). In university it 

shall support the students´ learning and the research on democracy education.  

“Researching Schools” are operating via a digital service providing primarily 

systematic information on and the documentation of the academic procedures and the 

instruments for a qualitative, dialogically structured evaluation. As a, so to say, 

“scientific platform” it thus contains descriptions of scientific methods and their 

possible applications, scientific texts and studies, data, educational material, films, 

blogs, compilations of didactic methods and examples for applications, the 

documentation of decisions, results and also all kind of artworks. Besides that, it is 

equipped with further services, e.g. consulting etc. The platform is linked to the 

platforms at the cooperating universities enabling the cooperating academics and their 

students to work on the developmental tasks of the cooperating schools. The school 

members can also draw upon some learning platforms of the cooperating universities. 

Thus, a continuous reflection and research on the various aspects of quality 

development can take place and its potentials can be figured out. A meticulous and 



clear documentation of the developmental projects on the digital platform allows for 

tracking its spiral structure. 

The cooperation of a school with the university is regarded as an „open architecture 

learning model“ according to Terry Wrigley (2001) in terms of an open situation of 

learning and project-oriented work. As an „open arhitecture“ the means of learning, 

the e-platform can be supplemented by new components. The work with the e-

platform is regarded as a DCBL (Design Challenge Based Learning, cp. Eli Blevis, 

2006). That is to say it is supposed to provide the means and structures for dealing 

with explorative and creative challenges in individual as well as cooperative ways and 

present and criticize the results in the public in a multimodal way.  
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